As the numbers of swine flu cases rise in Mexico and the United States, one large factor still looms over mobilizing support for combating a possible pandemic: the “swine flu” debacle of the mid-1970s. That incident has led many people to think that when it comes to influenza pandemics, the cure is worse than the disease. But history has given us millions of good reasons to worry about influenza pandemics: The 1918 “Spanish flu” pandemic may have killed fifty to one hundred million individuals.

Since 2006, Congress has allocated millions of dollars to preparations for an influenza pandemic. While preparation for a pandemic has improved somewhat, such preparation needs to occur in ways that are politically sustainable and remain useful even if a pandemic does not occur. First, Americans need to accept that we can’t “stop” a pandemic; we can only lessen its effects. Second, we need to acknowledge in our policies that the best response to such disasters is a decentralized one.

Would a Modern Pandemic Be as Bad as the Spanish Flu?

Some opine that a modern pandemic would not be as deadly as the Spanish flu of 1918. It would kill fewer people due to modern medicine and antibiotics that would limit the number of secondary respiratory infections.

These features may prove significant, but in general our defenses against a killer strain are not strong. Today, because the world’s population is larger, the flu has more potential victims. Globalization and advances in international travel would spread the disease more rapidly. And although medical care has improved significantly in the developed world, much of the world still has poor medical care, and most of our potential
solutions—even in wealthy countries—would take many years or months to mobilize.4

Furthermore, no country in the world, no matter what any one country claims, has adequate preparation. We do not have a vaccine against this strain of swine flu, and any vaccine would be difficult to produce in large numbers very quickly.5 The relevant anti-virals are limited in supply and require timely application.6 Nor should we assume, based on early reports in the United States, that the swine flu will largely be benign. After all, it does not need a high fatality rate to do serious damage. The 1918 pandemic had a fatality rate of only 2.5 percent or less. Yet fifty to one hundred million people died because the flu spread so widely.7

The single most important thing we can do for a pandemic—whether swine flu or not—is to have well-prepared local health-care systems.

POLICY PROPOSALS FOR A PANDEMIC

This analysis has two common themes. First, a good response to a pandemic or crisis must allow for effective decentralized action. Detecting a pandemic, instituting protective measures, and applying treatment all require the effective cooperation of many individuals and institutions. A strict top-down approach will not work. If a truly serious pandemic arrives, as a matter of practical fact we are likely to be “on our own” with respect to the federal government. There will not be nearly enough centralized response capacity. Local health-care institutions therefore must be both free and able to respond to crises.

Second, policy proposals must be consistent with realistic assumptions about human behavior and human self-interest. In a crisis, not all people will behave like angels and not all plans will go well. People will game systems and start black markets. Many allocation mechanisms will break down and unforeseen kinks will appear in supply chains. A plan should consider unintended consequences; it does not suffice to have good intentions and a plan on paper.

WHAT SHOULD WE DO?

To combat a possible swine flu pandemic, we should consider the following:

1. The single most important thing we can do for a pandemic—whether swine flu or not—is to have well-prepared local health-care systems. We should prepare for pandemics in ways that are politically sustainable and remain useful even if this turns out not to be a flu pandemic.

2. Prepare social norms and emergency procedures that would limit or delay the spread of a pandemic. Regular hand washing and other beneficial public customs—like not going to work when feeling sick—may save more lives than a Tamiflu stockpile.

3. Decentralize our supplies of anti-virals and treat timely distribution as more important than simply creating a stockpile.

4. Institute prizes for effective vaccines and relax liability laws for vaccine makers. Our government has discouraged what it should have encouraged.

5. Respect intellectual property by buying the relevant drugs and vaccines at fair prices. Confiscating property rights would reduce the incentive for innovation the next time around.

6. For the case of a truly serious pandemic, make economic preparations to ensure the continuity of food and power supplies. The relevant “choke points” may include the check-clearing system and the use of mass transit to deliver food supply workers to their jobs.

7. Realize that the federal government will be largely powerless in the worst stages of a pandemic and make appropriate local plans.

8. Encourage the formation of prediction markets—speculative markets that make forecasts on policy topics—in a flu pandemic.

9. Reform the World Health Organization and give it greater autonomy from its government funders.

To some extent, these recommendations go against the U.S. national character. America typically responds to challenges by refusing to admit it can fail. We have a “can do” mentality. We built the first atomic bomb; we put a man on the moon; we revitalized the American economy in the 1980s and 1990s; and so on. We tend to seek out paths which offer some option, however unlikely, of apparent invulnerability. This trait is highly admirable, and it has been responsible for much of our national greatness. Nonetheless it may hinder our progress in
fighting a flu pandemic. For instance, systematic stockpiles and centrally and military-directed quarantines both give the impression that we can control the course of the pandemic. We would be making a highly symbolic and visual stand of “We won’t just let this happen.”

Our approach should be different. Preparing emergency rooms or instructing people to wash their hands would be, in effect, admitting that the disease will spread and kill people. It is a partial admission of “defeat.” Should a pandemic occur, we need to admit that we cannot stop a terrible event. We can only lessen its effects.

WHAT SHOULD WE NOT DO?

We should not do the following:

1. Tamiflu and vaccine stockpiling can be important, but we should not rely on them to the exclusion of other plans. In addition to the medical limitations of these investments—as the virus evolves it may become resistant to Tamiflu and other anti-virals, just as bacteria have developed resistance to certain antibiotics—institutional factors will restrict the prompt allocation of these supplies to their proper uses.

2. We should not expect the Army or Armed Forces to be part of a useful response plan. Military intervention can be counterproductive and could spread, rather than limit, a pandemic.

3. We should not expect to choke off a pandemic in its country of origin. Once a pandemic has started abroad, we should close schools and many public places immediately.

4. We should not obsess over the flu at the expense of other medical issues. The next pandemic or public-health crisis could come from any number of sources. Focusing on local preparedness and decentralized responses would create a plan robust to surprise and useful for responding to terrorism or natural catastrophes.

CONCLUSION

In short, we should spend more on local health infrastructure, emergency rooms, and general disaster preparation and less on centralized command-and-control approaches, including quarantine, isolation, and use of the military. Stockpiling vaccines and drugs has a real rationale, but we must make sure some of the money goes toward a good distribution plan. In addition to being prudent, these recommendations point to relative cost-effective means of protecting against a flu pandemic and should be welcome in an age of fiscal constraints.

While this analysis focuses on swine flu, we should not lose sight of the broader issues. The question is not just how to fight a pandemic in the near future, but also how to prepare for pandemics more generally. Just as SARS and AIDS were unexpected when they arrived, so might the next pandemic be a complete surprise. We should not fixate on protecting against swine flu at the expense of alternative possible pandemics. We only know that the danger is especially high and the risk especially severe at the current moment. But we must live with these risks for a long time, not just for the next few years.

We must resist the tendency to “cry wolf” and focus on only a single warning for a single disease. The true dangers are diverse. As the “swine flu” debacle of the mid-1970s showed, if the case for fighting swine flu is made in the wrong way this time, it will be that much harder to convince politicians to take action the next time around. And we need plans not just for the here and now but also for a longer-term series of risks. Because it is imprudent to prepare for a single catastrophe at a
single time, these recommendations focus on effective health-care institutions at the micro level so that they can protect us against many different kinds of future catastrophic events.
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